Enriching lives through music.

MUSIC
THERAPY

What is

MUSIC
THERAPY?
Music evokes different responses in us. We can
all relate to the way music can move us, breaking

Who could

BENEFIT?
Music therapy can benefit people who due to illness,
disability, emotional or physical trauma, find communicating
solely with words difficult. We can work with anyone
regardless of age or condition.
•

Provides an alternative outlet /expression of oneself, helping to reduce frustration

of psychological therapy in which music making and

•

Reduces anxiety and increases relaxation

listening are the main modes of communication.

•

Encourages a better awareness of self and others

•

Develops communication, interaction and social skills

•

Feeling part of something

•

Trying out new things/taking risks within a safe environment

•

Confidence and self-esteem building

•

Being able to develop a connection with friends and family

•

Development of intentional communication and interaction

•

Development of receptive and expressive language skills

•

Increased sensory development, awareness and experiences

through where words can’t. Music Therapy is a type

What is a

MUSIC
THERAPIST?
A music therapist is registered with the

Music therapy sessions are NOT

Health and Care Professions Council.

about learning to play instruments,

This assures the public that those

but using music -making as a means

who are qualified to practise it are

of communication to work towards

competent to do so.

a psychological/emotional goal. The
client is not required to have prior

Music Therapists are Allied Health
Professionals (AHPs), having gained
a postgraduate qualification in music
therapy (recognised by the HCPC), and
they have a high level of musicianship
and skill.

knowledge of playing an instrument.

Mia really enjoys her music therapy as Lynn the therapist
ensures the sessions are person-centred and tailored to
meet our daughters needs and abilities. I can’t recommend
Diversiti enough as it’s so lovely to see our daughter
engaging in music.
Amy & Gary, Parents

What happens at a

MUSIC
THERAPY
SESSION?
The music therapy space has many musical instruments within
it. Music Therapists tune into each sound and reaction of the
client, responding and helping to create a safe and accepting
environment.
Music therapists actively listen to the client’s response and
improvisation often occurs making the musical engagement a
rewarding experience for all.

My son who is Autistic and has severe communication
difficulties has been able to express himself through
Lynn ( his therapist,). It’s been amazing how diversiti
have tapped into Ryan’s love of music and given him
the means to flourish as a person .
Sue, Mother from Kettering

CHILD C
CASE STUDY

Child C was 9 years old when she had her first

these difficult feelings and setting strong

music therapy session at Diversiti UK. C had

therapeutic boundaries. C used the music

been referred as she was having behavioural

therapist as a strong consistent sounding

difficulties. She could become aggressive and

board and was able to move along the therapy

physically lash out at people.

process into exploring sadness.

C had been the victim of physical abuse when

C expressed this sadness with lonely sounding

she was a baby. This resulted in global brain

melodies played on metallophone and haunting

damage which affected her ability to talk,

melodies played on piano. The therapist’s role

process information and express herself

at this point was to listen and let her know

appropriately.

that she was ‘with her’. The therapy developed
further with their improvisations becoming

C had music therapy for six months. In her

more open and less destructive. After the six

earlier sessions our Music Therapist found

months of therapy it was reported that C was

her to be frustrated and angry. She ‘hit’

able to better process difficult emotions such

the instruments with power and rage. The

as anger and jealousy.

therapist’s work with C focused on containing

ADULT B
CASE
STUDY

Adult B was 37 years old when he was referred

programme and ensured that she praised B for

for music therapy at Diversiti UK. He had been

any positive interactions until B was able to

referred because he found it difficult to sustain

sustain meaningful musical interactions for a

concentration or attention for any length of

number of minutes.

time to any tasks. B had an acquired brain
injury from being run over by a car on a busy

He was then able to develop his turn taking

road as a child.

skills in addition to using more eye contact
during these interactions. It was reported

In the early sessions, B flitted from instrument

by the those working with B that he became

to instrument, not really engaging in any

much more able to take turns and engage with

meaningful interaction with the therapist. The

other people outside of the therapy room on a

therapist began to notice the occasions when

regular basis.

B engaged were always in response to praise
and structure. She built a very structured
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